Abstract. Motion blur is very common in the blurred images, and rotating motion blur is one kind of special and general fuzzy form. Based on the principles of linear motion blur restoration, to change the rotary motion into linear motion blur , this paper propose a regularization recovery mode which is equipped with a norm l1-l2, and with the help of alternative separable function algorithm to solve the model. As a result of the regularization method of norm l1-l2to the noise and ringing has a good inhibitory effect is that the recovery effect is very good.
Introduction
Image restoration is important in image processing. The specified degradation model can rejuvenate degraded images. Rotary motion blurred image is working in the high speed rotating platform. To some extent, there is considerable relative rotation angle between Imaging system in a short exposure time and the target, which results in a blurring of the acquired picture.
Rotating motion blur is variable space, the farther from the image center of rotation, the lager fuzzy parameter is, and the higher the fuzzy degree is. The early researchers have provided many effective resolutions about the restoration of rotational motion blurred images. Sawchuk [1] puts forward a method for restoration based on geometric coordinate transformation. Hanyu Hong [2] presents the restoration of motion blur under the boundaries of non-zero values, and provide when fuzzy path beyond the pixel plane based on domain knowledge to guide the forehead secondary recovery algorithm. Shuyue Chen [3] puts forward the restoration of rotational motion blurred images based on difference method. First, the rotation of images should be change into linear motion blurring, and recover the image of transformation by difference method, then convert restoration image into the appropriate coordinate position.
First, this paper introduces the model of rotating motion blur, the degradation function of rotating motion blur is derived, and from the angle of solving linear system of equations, common least-squares filtering algorithm is described, to show the advantage of regularization method on image restoration, then presents restoration algorithm based on regularization strategy, to solve the model with the help of alternative separable function algorithm.
The model of rotational motion blurred images
Generally, the model of motion blur is
T g x y f x x t y y t dt
is fuzzy path. Though the pixel point is the line integral and superimposed along the fuzzy trajectory, in the process of the rotational motion blur, the fuzzy path is a series of concentric circles, and the model of rotational motion blurred images is 
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We noted that ω is angular velocity, r is the distances from the rotation center to the pixel point.
We write the equation in a form that corresponds with the polar geometry 
We note that r a is blur extent, ) (x h is point spread function, we write it by the form of discrete convolution:
Which is expressed in the matrix form, then get singular matrix:
Image restoration algorithm
Image restoration is a typical "pathological" problem. Pathological inverse problem can be directly solved by the least square algorithm, more classic method is least square method [4] , Its central idea is estimated data by minimizing the error between actual data and the square to search the optimal solution of the problem, there is a little disturbance about g , the result will be having great fluctuations. About this problem, the regularization method can effectively suppress the high frequency oscillation phenomena, so this paper use the There are many methods to solve the mixed norm model, common methods include the original dual interior-point method and iterative-shrinkage algorithm .This article uses separable alternative method [5] which one of iterative-shrinkage algorithm. Based on the approximate point algorithm of the optimization method ,the basic idea of the separable alternative method is upper boundary function of objective function ) (x f in the optimization problem. The separable alternative method referred to as "SSF algorithm", The method is to use separability of 1 l to get the analytic solution directly when minimizing the boundary function. 
, so the objective function has the same properties 
,and if
In order to express simplely ,the expression can be as Rotating motion blur is variable fuzzy space, if we implement the above algorithms directly, we can't restore the rotate blurred image, so we will convert rotate the fuzzy problem into linear fuzzy to recover. Assumes that the center of rotation as O , The distance of radius from the center of the circle as r .According to the r raised to divide the image into different sizes of concentric circles , by the Bresenham Method, we extract all the pixels on the concentric circles according to the direction of rotation along the fuzzy path. Next we take them as row vector n g g g , , ,
3
, so the rotating motion blur can approximate linear motion blur.
Image restoration result
In the experiment, the size of the rotary motion blurred image as 231×231, the image center as center of rotation, and the angle of rotation is 30°. Recovery effect as shown in figure: 
Conclusion
In this paper, the image is divided into many concentric circles based on the center of the circle center of rotation .And based on the least squares algorithm, we replace 2 l norm with 1 l norm, and using SSF algorithm to solve the 2 1 l l − mixed norm of the linear problem. This algorithm is not sensitive to outliers, and can effectively handle noise factors.
